Picket Fence Studios – Let’s Decorate

Technique: Copic/die cutting/blending

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: about 15 minutes

STAMPS:
Picket Fence Studios – Let’s Decorate

INKS:
Gina K Amalgam Black Ink
Distress Oxide Ink Peacock Feathers

COPIC MARKERS:
Yellows: Y00, Y11, Y15
Cake Stand: C00, C4, G00, B000 YG41
Leaves: YG23, YG17, YG03
Pinks: RV13, Rv14,
Oranges: YR14, YR17

ACCESSORIES:
Gemini Jr Die Cutting Machine
Picket Fence Studios Let’s Decorate dies
Simon Says Stamp – Circle Dies
MISTI Stamping Tool
Tim Holtz Guillotine Paper Cutter

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Neenah Solar White 110#
4-1/4 x 11, score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base
Neenah Solar White 80#
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – to create circle stencil
Stamp color and die cut art pieces

DIRECTIONS:

1. Use the Misti Stamping tool to stamp the cake, cake topper and flowers onto the 80# card. Color with markers and cut out.

   Coloring the cake: Outline with the darkest yellow, then add the medium beside it. Blend with the light. Wait for the ink to completely dry, take the medium and dark yellows and add dots randomly.
around the edge to create the shadow and texture of the cake. Use a light touch to keep the dots small.

**Coloring the Cake Tray:** Start with filling in the entire thing with the light blue. Go back and add the gray highlights in the shadows, then the greens, blend with the light blue, and pull the green out, leaving the lightest spots at the front of the tray, right under the lightest part in the cake.

2. Die cut the images, add foam tape to the back and set aside.
3. Cut a circle from the other piece of 80# card stock to use as a stencil.
4. Place the circle stencil over the left side of the card front and use the Life Changing Brush to add Peacock Feathers Distress Oxide Ink to the card base.
5. Place the card base back into the Misti. Lay the cake on without attaching it to assist in lining up the sentiment.
6. Remove the cake and stamp the sentiment in black. Clean the sentiment stamp and remove.
7. Place the cake back on the card, line up the small flower stamps under the cake stand, remove the cake and stamp the flowers also in black. Clean the stamps and remove.
8. Remove the protective backing from the foam tape on the art pieces and attach to the card front.
9. Clean the stamp with the stamp scrubber.

**NOTE:** You could add some sequins or other embellishments if you wished, I decided to keep this card clean and simple.

**Happy Stamping**
Here are the supplies used. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I truly appreciate it.

Picket Fence Studios LET'S DECORATE...
Gina K Designs OBSIDIAN Amalgam Ink...

Copic Sketch Marker Y00 BARIUM YELLOW...
Copic Sketch MARKER Y11 PALE YELLOW
Copic Sketch MARKER Y15 CADMIUM YELLOW

Copic Sketch Marker C00 COOL GRAY
Copic Sketch MARKER C4 COOL GRAY NO....
Copic Sketch MARKER G00 JADE GREEN

Copic Sketch Marker B000 PALE...
Copic Sketch Marker YG41 PALE COBALT...
Copic Sketch Marker RV13 TENDER PINK
Copic Sketch Marker RV14  
BEGONIA PINK...

Copic Sketch Marker YG23  
NEW LEAF...

Copic Sketch Marker YG17  
GRASS GREEN...

Copic Sketch MARKER YR14  
CARAMEL

Copic Sketch Marker Y17  
GOLDEN YELLOW...

Neenah Classic Crest 110  
LB SMOOTH...

Neenah Classic Crest 80 LB  
SMOOTH...

Tim Holtz Tonic  
GUILLOTINE COMFORT...

Tim Holtz Tonic Craft MINI  
SNIPS...

Scor-Pal MINI SCOR-BUDDY  
Scoring...

MISTI PRECISION  
STAMPER Stamping Tool...

MISTI MOUSE PAD INSERT  
000144
Novus PLASTIC CLEAN AND SHINE 1 MISTI...
MISTI Neodymium BAR MAGNET 007070
Tim Holtz Tonic GLASS MEDIA MAT 1914e

Simon Says Stamp SMALL TEFOLON BONE...
MINI MISTI PRECISION STAMPER Stamping...
Picket Fence Studios THE STAMP...

Picket Fence Studios LIFE CHANGING...
Simon Says Stamp CIRCLE THIN FRAMES...
Crafter's Companion GEMINI JUNIOR...

Therm O Web 0.5 INCH PURPLE TAPE Easy...